CHAPTER TWO
PART-I

THE CONCEPT OF °TM
°
TM°
We have dealt with the basics of nature of self in the first introducing chapter.1 We
propose to shed some more light on the concept of ¢tm¢ in this chapter.
The word ¢tm¢ has has been used in different senses in different contexts. There are
systems of philosophy which do not believe in ¢tm¢ at all. It is not relevant in the
present context to talk about them. What is relevant is this that we must understand that
there are two aspects of reality{the permanent aspect and the changeable aspect.
BEING AND BECOMING : We see that things change every moment, but still are
recognisable at the same. The changeable aspect is known as abhva or bala. The
permanent aspect is known as ¢bhu or rasa. They may be called as Becoming and Being
respectively.
FIFTEEN FACETS OF °
TM
° : The Being in its pure form is without anything but
°TM
TM°
when it comes in contact with Becoming, it assumes fifteen forms. Svayambh¶ has three
forms, Parameæ∞h§ and sun have two forms each, moon has three forms, bh¶mi and
atmosphere have has one form each and P®thv§ has three forms.2 These fifteen forms of
the macro are represented in the micro also. At the micro level they represent the
different aspects of the self. These fifteen forms are again grouped into five groups as
shown in the following chart.
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- Quoted on paged 103 of πr¢ddhavijn…¢na by Pt. Motilal Shastri Part I
AMßT°TM° : THE BASIS
We shall deal with above ¢tm¢s in detail, but first of all we have to deal with the
am®t¢tm¢ which is the basis of all these fifteen ¢tm¢s.
When being and becoming are static they cannot be described; it is the state
before creation. When they become dynamic, it is the creation. In the static position
there is no duality. Therefore this position can not be described in words. This is
the am®t¢tm¢.
BRAHM°, VI
Ω≥
U AND INDRA :
VIΩ≥
Ω≥U
In the process of creation there is a trinity of brahm¢, viæ¥u, and indra. Brahm¢
creates, viæ¥u nourishes and indra destroys. Of these brahm¢ is predominated by activities,
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viæ¥u by matter and indra by knowledge. Therefore, in the Kenopaniæad it was indra who
could have the knowledge of brahman.1
Three forms of brahman : Brahman assumes three forms. The one is beyond the
universe, the other pervades the universe and the third one itself becomes the universe.
The transcendental brahman is nothing to do with the universe. The brahman which
pervades the universe is immortal, whereas brahman in the form of creation is mortal. His
mortality, of course, is apparent and not real.Therefore there is no real duality.
SIXTEEN BALAS : Being is classified into sixteen categories.
1. vidy¢, 2. m¢y¢, 3. j¢y¢, 4. dh¢r¢, 5. ¢pa™, 6. h®daya,

7. bh¶ti, 8. yajn…a, 9. s¶tra,

10. satya, 11. yakæa, 12. abhva, 13. maha, 14. vaya, 15. vayon¢dha, 16. vayuna. Of these the
first force of knowledge leads to liberation, the other forces lead to creation. The second
force of m¢y¢ plays the most important part in creation.
BIRTH OF DESIRE : Brahman par excellence is without limit and has, therefore, no
center. M¢y¢ limits the limitless and creates a center which is the heart and seat of mind.
This mind has desire. Thus brahman become puruæa, as soon as desires arise in him. This
mind has piling of rasa on one side and piling of bala on the other side. Piling of rasa
is anta∫citi and piling of bala is bahi∫iciti. Anta∫citi again has predomination of rasa where
bala is inactive. This is called ¢nanda. But, when rasa involves bala it is called vijn…¢na.
Similarly in bahi∫citi when bala predominates and rasa disappears, it is called v¢k, but
when bala involves rasa, it is called pr¢¥a. Anta∫citi gives birth to akæara, bahi∫citi gives
birth to kæara. Akæara is the subject matter of par¢vidy¢, kæara is the subject matter of a
apar¢vidy¢. If mind makes anta∫citi it leads to liberation. If mind makes bahi∫citi it leads
to creation.
MOVEMENT AND STATIS : Just as there are five positions in the case of rasa
and bala, similarly there are five positions in the case of movements and statis. When
there is all round movement, it results into statis which is brahm¢. When there is
centripetal movement, it is viæ¥u. When it is centrifugal movement, it is indra. When
it is centripetal movement involving statis, it is soma. When it is centrifugal movement
1.

Kenopaniæad 3.24
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involving statis, it is agni. All these five are akæara if immortal and kæara if mortal.
Akæara is the par¢ prak®ti, kæara is the apr¢ prak®ti. Of these akæara is the creator which
becomes omniscient through manas, omnipotent through pr¢¥a and possessed of
everything through V¢k.
THREE PURU
PURUΩΩAS : Avyaya is predominated by knowledge. Akæara is predominated by
activity and kæara is predominated by matter. Of these akæara, lying between the two, is
the most important.
Avyaya is the substratum, akæara is the instrumental cause and kæara is the material
cause.
The syllable aum represents the four kal¢s of brahman; 'a' represents avyaya, 'u"
represents akæara, and "m' represents kæara. The fourth is the silence which
represents par¢tpara. These four letters represent par¢, pa∫yant§, madhyam¢ and
vaikhar¢ v¢k also.
Kæara represents ®k, akæara represents yajuæ and avyaya represents s¢ma. Brahman parexcellence is beyond the Vedas. Kæara is associated with karma, akæara with up¢san¢ and
avyaya with knowledge.
Thus we have a harmony amongst manas, pr¢¥a and v¢k; avyaya, akæara and kæara;
s¢ma, yajuæ and ®k and knowledge, up¢san¢ and karma.
QUINTUPLICATION
We have seen that there are five positions of movement and statis{brahm¢, indra,
viæ¥u, agni and soma. Out of these five, pr¢¥a is modified form of brahm¢, ¢pa™ is the
modified form of viæ¥u, v¢k is the modified form of indra, ann¢da is the modified form
of agni and anna is the modified form of soma. These five constitute the universe and are
called vi∫vas®∞. There is quintuplication between these five and thus these five are known
as pan…cajana. Out of these pan…cjana arise puran…jana. The puran…jana out of pr¢¥a is veda,
out of ¢pa™ it is loka, out of v¢k it is deva, out of anna it is pa∫u and out ann¢da it is
bh¶ta.
THE FIRST LAYER OF COSMOS : SVAYAMBH•
SVAYAMBH•. Out of veda puran…jana, arise
svayambh¶. Svayambh¶ is brahm¢ which has four faces{pr¢¥a, ¢pa™, v¢k and ann¢da
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(which includes anna).1 From pr¢¥a mukha arise vedas®æ∞i, from ¢pa™mukha arise lokas®æ∞i,
from v¢¨mukha arise devas®æ∞i and from ann¢damukha arise bh¶tas®æ∞i.
THREE FACETS OF SVAYAMBH• : Svayambh¶ develops into three forms. The first
development is that of antary¢m§ which controls the nature of objects. It is because of this
that the fire goes up and water goes down. The second development is that of S¶tr¢tm¢.
It is of the form of V¢yu which contains together all the objects of the world.2 The third
development is that of knowledge which is the work of veda.
In adhidaivata it is svyambh¶, in adhy¢tma it is avyakta and ∫¢nt¢tma, in adhibh¶ta it
is guh¢.
At the time of death this avyakt¢tm¢ submerges into space.
THE SECOND LAYER OF COSMOS : PARAME
ΩØ
H£ - If svayambh¶ is presided over
PARAMEΩØ
ΩØH£
by pr¢¥a predominated brahm¢, parmeæ∞h§ is presided over by ¢p-predominated Viæ¥u. In
adhy¢tma it is known as mah¢n. The relationship of adhidaiva, adhy¢tma and adhibh¶ta is
shown below :]
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The Yajn…a is dependent on the duality of agni and Soma. This duality of agni and
soma is represented differently at different places as shown below :
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At the parameæ∞h§ level this duality is represented by bh®gu and a¨giras both of which
together make ¢pa™1 This is why parmeæ∞h§ is known as ¢poloka. It is here that the duality,
necessary for yajn…a, takes place.
THE THIRD LAYER OF COSMOS : THE SUN
The sun is the most important part of the universe. It is the development of a¨gir¢
element of par¢meæ∞h§. Svayambh¶ is unmanifest, par¢meæ∞h§ is semi-manifest, it is only the
sun which is fully manifest. It removes darkness and inspires wisdom, it represent
intelligence in the individual.
THREE CONSTITUENTS OF SUN
Sun has three major constituents. In the first place the body of the sun is soma
element, its light is indra and its power of knowledge is cit. By the association of this
cit, indra also become conscious.
1-
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Indra develops in the form of jyoti, soma in the form of gau and cit in the form of
¢yu. From jyotiæ∞oma develops devas®æ∞i from goæ∞oma evolves bh¶tas®æ∞i and from ¢yuætoma
evolves ¢tm¢.
The sun in itself is black. The soma which comes from parameæ∞h§ is poured into it
as an oblation. This burning soma gives light. Therefore, sun is said to be agnihotra.1
Agnihotra is concerned with day and night, dar∫a- paur¨am¢sa with fort-night,
caturm¢sa with seasons, pa∫ubandha with ¢yana and jyotiæ∞oma with samvatsara.
When an oblation of soma is offered in agni, the agni becomes the consumer which
is known as kam. The soma becomes food which is known as ram and the space which
is the ¢vapana becomes kham. As long as there is oblation of food, soma, in the eater,
agni, there is peace ∫am. Rudra is the name of agni which demands food.2
TWO SUBSTRATUM
On the one side svayambh¶ is the ¢vapana at the top. On the other hand p®thav§ is
the ¢vapana at the bottom.
Paremeæ∞h§ and candram¢ on both sides of sun are the food and sun in between the
two is the eater.
The eater agni in the form of sun is ¢dhidaivika, in the form of terrestrial agni it is
¢dhibhautika and it is adhy¢tmika in the physical body. The basis of all these is ved¢gni
of svyambh¶.
The agni of svyambh¶ is predominated by pr¢¥a, solar fire is predominated by jyoti,
terrestrial fire is predominated by gau and physical fire is predominated by ¢yuæ.3

121-
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Sun is predominated by divinity. This divinity is connected with man in a
superfluous manner. The purpose of yajn…a is to establish an intimate relationship of the
terrestrial pr¢¥a with the divinity, which means attainment of heaven after death.
THE FOUR DIVINE PRIESTS
The natural yajn…a is being performed at p®thav§, antarikæa and dyau. Therefore we
have g¢rhapatya, dakæi¥¢gni and ¢havan§ya agni in the yajn…as. Y¶pa is sun in the natural
yajn…a. Agni is the hot¢, v¢yu is the adhvaryu, ¢ditya is the udg¢ta, candram¢ is the brahm¢.1
Of these, hot¢ establishes v¢k by ∫astrakarma, adhvaryu established pr¢¥a by grahakarma,
udg¢t¢ forms halo by stotra karma and brahm¢ establishes manas. Thus dev¢tm¢ is born. It
is the case only with those who perform ∫rautay¢ga.
VIJ
≠°N°TM°
VIJ≠
The second function of sun is to create vijn…¢n¢tm¢. Vijn…¢na is buddhi. Buddhi is the
ukthta. When it makes some object its subject then it is called man§æ¢. In case intellect
predominates, the person is led to right path, otherwise if mind predominates he is
misled. When knowledge predominates, it is dhiæ¥¢. Dh§ is the ray arising out of intellect.
Mind together with intellect is mati.
Mind is common to all but intellect differs from person to person.
When knowledge predominates we have dharma, jn…¢na, vair¢gya and ai∫varya. When
pr¢¥a predominates, we have abhinive∫a, avidy¢, r¢ga, dveæa and asmit¢.
THE MOON : THE FOURTH LAYER OF COSMOS
Mahat, which belongs to moon, is the most important part of personality. On
mah¢n¢tm¢ depends the survival of the person. This mah¢n¢tm¢ can be considered as
subconscious and unconscious mind. It forms the shape in association with the gross
body which is terrestrial. It forms nature in association with the atmospheric subtle body.
In association with celestial k¢ra¥a∫ar§ra, it forms the personality.

1-
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This mah¢n is contained in the semen. The conscious mind knows things by the
help of the senses. The mahat works without the help of the senses. It is the
knower. How the food that we take changes into blood and flesh etc. is the work
of mahat.
We have seen that the puruæa, predominated by knowledge and sattva, is avyaya. The
puruæa, predominated by action and rajas, is akæara. Puruæa predominated, by matter and
tamasa, is kæara. Similarly the prak®ti is also trigu¥¢tmaka. Personality is related to sattva,
nature is related to rajas and ¢k®ti is related to tamas. When knowledge predominates it
is God, when activity predominates it is j§va which is also known as par¢prak®ti and
when matter predominates it is world, also known as apar¢prak®ti.
The difference between the shape, nature and personality is due to mahat. The desire
which arises due to mah¢n is natural and faultless. The desire of the conscious mind is
sometimes unnatural and, therefore, cause of bondage.
Conscious mind works when we are awake. Mah¢n and intelligence work in
dreaming state. In sleeping state only mah¢n works. Death means that mah¢n also
has ceased to work. We can, therefore, say that it is mah¢n, which inspires our
activities.
THREE GU≥AS
These activities are either ∫¢tvika or r¢j¢s§ or t¢ms§. There is triplication even in these
three types of activities. The minerals and some lower type of animals are the result of
worst type of tamogu¥a, the average type of tamogu¥a leads to higher type of animal life.
The superior quality of tamogu¥a leads to the life of demons.
Similarly the worst type of rajogu¥a leads to the life of bad characters. The average
type of rajugu¥a make a man royal. The superior quality of rajogu¥a makes a man expert.
The worst type of satvagu¥a make a man ascetic. The average satvagu¥a makes a ®æi and
best type of sattva gu¥a make him brahm¢ etc.
As we have said, mah¢n depends on semen which is the essence of the food that
we take. The terrestrial part of the food make the shape of the body, the atmospheric part
form the nature and the celestial part makes the personality.
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The conscious mind is also related to moon. Mah¢n is established in semen whereas
mind is established in heart. Soma forms mind. Just as moon is illuminated by sun, mind
is illuminated by intelligence.
Thus, we have one mind belonging to avyaya which is ∫vovas§yasa. The second is
mahat which is subconscious and unconscious mind. The third is prajn…¢na which works
with senses. The forth is prajn…¢ which feels pain and pleasure.
J£VA AND ££ππ VARA
For understanding the concept of j§va we have to understand the concept of §∫vara
also. The term praj¢pati is used in so many senses that almost everything having a soul,
life and food is called praj¢pati. In tantra soul is enjoyer or pa∫upati. Life is the means
of enjoyment or p¢∫a. Food is the object of enjoyment or pa∫u.
PRAJ°PATI
Praj¢pati has mainly four implications. This cosmos consists of group of many
universes and each universe has five bodies. The lord of cosmos is mahe∫vara, Lord of
the five-fold universe is vi∫ve∫vara, Lord of each body of the universe is upe∫vara and Lord
of vir¢∞, hira¥yagarbha and sarvajn…a is §∫vara. Parame∫vara is beyond the universe and is
not the subject matter of scriptures.1
One ¢tm¢ assumes these five forms because of parigraha. There are six parigrahas (i)
m¢y¢, (ii) kal¢, (iii) gu¥a, (iv) vik¢ra, (v) an…jana, (vi) ¢vara¥a. Of these the first two are
am®ta the next two are brahma and the last two are ∫ukra.
M¢y¢ has no kal¢. It puts limit to par¢tpara. There is no diversity here. There is no
modification. It is, therefore, called avyaya.

1-
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On this avyaya arise the kal¢s. The puruæa becomes æoda∫§. The sixteen Kal¢s are given
in the following chart.
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This chart also shows that by association with gu¥as arise satya praj¢pati and by
association with vik¢ra arises yajn…apraj¢pati.
After gu¥a and vik¢ra come ¢vara¥a and an…jana. An…jana is a clear cover whereas
¢vara¥a is a dirty cover. °vara¥a makes things unconscious. An…jana gives birth to §∫vara
and j§va. If the an…jana is s¢ttvika, §∫vara is the result. If an…jana is tamas, the result is j§va.
£∫vara and j§va can be compared like the following.
J£VA
1.
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It is some times bound

1. It is always liberated

and some times liberated
2.

It has hunger, thirst, grief,

2.
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3.
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3.
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4.
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4.
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7. It bears no fruit of

form of birth, age and enjoyment.

action.
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In other words, an…jana with vibh¶ti relationship forms I∫vara, whereas an…jana, which
pollutes, forms j§va and ¢vara¥a forms the universe and the body. We have thus the
universe, the body, yajn…a praj¢pati, satya praj¢pati, æoda∫§ puruæa and m¢y§ mahe∫vara. Par¢tpara
is beyond all these. Par¢tpara is only soul. Universe is only body, the rest of them are
soul with body (known as ¢tm¢nv§). In case mahe∫vara is ¢tm¢, the rest of them are body,
if æoda∫§ is ¢tm¢, satya, yajn…a, vir¢∞ and vi∫va is body. If satya is ¢tm¢, yajn…a, vir¢∞ and
vi∫va are body. If yajn…a is ¢tm¢, vir¢∞a and vi∫va is body. If vir¢∞ is ¢tm¢, vi∫va is the
body.
Mahe∫vara and æoda∫§ are am®ta, satya and yajn…a are brahma, vir¢∞ and vi∫va are ∫ukra.
They are respectively predominated by avyaya, akæara and kæara.
These different facets of ¢tm¢ are the object of worship of different sects. The G§t¢
worships par¢tapara, the ved¢ntists worships avyaya, s¢ºhya worships akæara, vaisesika
worship kæara, sects worships vira≤¢tm¢ and materialist worships vi∫va.1
Agni, v¢yu and ¢ditya are known to all of us. Avyakt¢tm¢, yajn…¢tm¢, vijn…¢natm¢,
mahad¢tm¢ and bh¶t¢tm¢ are known only to those who have read scriptures. The former
are known as devasaty¢tm¢. The latter are known as brahma saty¢tm¢. Both of them
depend on æoda∫§ puruæa which is predominated by avyaya whereas brahma satya is
predominated by akæara and deva satya is predominated by kæara. Ωoda∫§ puruæa is
mahe∫vara, brahm¢ satya is visve∫vara, each constitutent of which is upe∫vara and deva
satya is £∫vara.
There is a parallelism between parabrahama and ∫abda brahma. Mah¢n is spho∞a, s¶rya
is £∫vara and p®thav§ is var¥a.1
VAR°HA V°YU
The bh¶mi is surrounded by var¢ha v¢yu. This v¢yu belongs to the earth, whereas
the v¢yu belonging to atmosphere is known as graha. One part of our personality is
derived from the bh¶mi and the other part by the var¢ha v¢yu.
In fact every heavenly body is surrounded by v¢yu.
1-
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Svyambh¶ is surrounded by ¢divar¢ha, par¢meæ∞h§ by yajn…a var¢ha, s¶rya pi¥da by ∫veta
var¢ha, candra by brahma var¢ha and bh¶ by emuæa var¢ha.
In Pura¥as, it is said that earth was merged in water. Var¢ha or boar brought it up. It refers
to a fact when the terrestrial atoms were merged in water. The v¢yu collected them together to form
the solid earth. This fact has been referred to in the Br¢hma¥as - b;exzs i`fFkO;kl izkns'kek=hA rkesew"k
bfr ojkg mfTt?kkuA lks·L;k% ifr% & 'kriFkczkã.k 14@1@2@11
Bh¶mi is the eater of food as it is presided over by agni. When water enters into
agni the var¢ha v¢yu forms eight objects : water, foam, clay, sand, pebbles, stones, iron
and gold. Since there are eight letters in g¢yatr§ meter, p®thav§ is also known as g¢yatr§.
The aura of bh¶mi is known as p®thav§. Agni and soma of bh¶mi are mortal and of p®thav§
they are immortal.
The soma of candra is eaten by terrestrial agni. The agni of bh¶ is ann¢da. The agni
of p®thav§ is ukhya. The former is the black skin of the deer and the latter is puækarapar¥a.
PILING OF AGNI
The solar agni comes towards earth and the terrestrial agni goes towards sun. When
they come together, terrestrial agni becomes strong by consuming solar agni. This is
piling of agni on agni (=cayana).
OUR PERSONALITY
That part of our personality which comes from p®thav§ has two aspects. The one is
pratyag¢tm¢ which is beyond pollution and the other is bh¶t¢tm¢ which enjoys the fruit
of actions. It is called supar¥a because it moves in the universe to enjoy the fruit of its
actions.
Vai∫v¢nara hir¥yagarbha and sarvajn…a are the three facets of pratyg¢tm¢. Vai∫v¢nara,
taijasa and pr¢jn…a are three facts of bh¶t¢tm¢.
It may be noted that avyaya is the object of knowledge, akæara is the object of
up¢san¢ and kæara is the object of karma. The three devas of the three regions assume
nine forms by triplication. They assumes different names in different regions as shown
below :

The Concept of °tm¢

Name on Earth
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Name in atmosphere

Name in heaven

Agni

P¢vaka

πuci

M¢tri∫v¢

V¢yu

Pavitra

V¢sava

Marutv¢n

°ditya

It means that the three cannot exist independent of each other. Vai∫v¢nara is formed
when v¢yu and ¢ditya are offered as oblation in agni. The heat in the body is because
of this vai∫v¢nara. The metals are predominated by vai∫v¢nara. The action-predominated
taijasa and knowledge-predominated pr¢jn…a lie dormant in them.
Action- predominated taijasa becomes active in plant life and knowledgepredominated pr¢jn…a becomes active in animal kingdom. V¢yu plays the major role in
taijasa. In pr¢jn…a the major role is that of ¢ditya. °ditya is knowledge- predominated.
Therefore it enjoys the fruits of action.
HAª
ªS°TM°
HA
This is the role of p®thav§ in our personality. The v¢yu which encircles the bh¶mi
has also a role to play as haºs¢tm¢. This haºs¢tm¢ is related to body. Therefore even
after death it encircles the body as long as the body is not destroyed. This haºs¢tm¢ is
awake even when we are sleeping.
The five elements which constitute the body come from the five constituents of
¢tmakæara. From pr¢¥a comes ¢k¢∫a, from ¢pa™ v¢yu, from v¢k agni, from anna jala and
from ann¢da p®thav§. These five constitute the physical body.
This is how different constitutents of our personality are related to different
constituents of the cosmos. This is why it is said : ;Fkk fi.Ms rFkk czãk.MsA
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